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Abstract

The operation of time series analysis to effectively manage the large
amounts of data with high dimensional became an important research
problem. Choose effective and scalable algorithms for appropriate
representation of data is another challenge. A lot of high-level
representations of the time series have been proposed for data
extraction, such as spectral transfers, wavelets, piecewise polynomial,
symbolic models, etc. One of the methods is Piecewise Aggregate
Approximation (PAA) which minimizes dimensionality by the mean
values of equal-sized frames, but this focus on mean value takes into
consideration only the central tendency and not the dispersion present
in each segment, which may lead to some important patterns being
missed in some time series data sets. We propose method based on
Time-Weighted Average for Symbolic Aggregate approximation
method (TWA_SAX) compare its performance with some current
methods. TWA_SAX is enables raw data to be specifically compared
to the minimized representation and, at the same time, ensures
reduced limits to Euclidean distance. It can be utilized to generate
quicker, more precise algorithms for similarity searches, which
improves the preciseness of time series representation through
enabling better tightness of the lower bound.
Keywords: Time Series, Dimensionality reduction, Piecewise aggregate
approximation, Symbolic, Discretize.
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Introduction

Time series data are produced and processed within a wide range of application
domains in various fields. A time series is a sequence of real values that are
‘discovered’ and that are generally stamped with time [1, 2]. The main tasks
relevant time series include; clustering [3], time series prediction [4-6], and time
series segmentation. [7, 8]. One of the significant problems in time series analysis
is reduction of data, since time series conclusions are made in sequence, the
association between sequential data items in a time series enables data analysts to
minimize the dimensions of the data, without significant loss of information [9].
Data reduction handle enormous time series data to present a summation of the data,
which proposed for the efficient representation of time series data to minimize a
massive amount of data into a feasible brief data structure and, at the same time,
mostly conserve the attribute of the data. It is the foundation for rapid analysis and
the finding of pertinent information from a massive volume of data [10].
The analysis of such intriguing data might reveal patterns that merit further
attention. There are several methods have been proposed that focus on overcoming
time series data representation challenges. One more method used in several
effective similarity researches on time series rest on is Piecewise Aggregate
Approximation (PAA) [11]. The main concept of PAA is to partition every
sequence into k segments of similar size and to utilize the average value of every
section to represent the latter, which focus on reducing the dimensions, and lower
bounding function. The aggregate method can take many formulas including sets,
sum, average, max, min, variance and Etc., to measure the similarity between such
aggregated data items and a range of dimension. The majority of the representation
algorithms need the parameters of alphabet size and word size as inputs. However,
it may be very difficult to know the best values for alphabet and word size in
advance in real-world applications. The Symbolic Aggregate Approximation
(SAX) approach [12] aims to overcome the problems created by time series
representations. However, the SAX algorithm using fix parameters of word and
alphabet size, the word size depend on domains and 10 alphabet size. The algorithm
does not clearly show how to define word and alphabet size using a time series data
set. There are other various algorithms [2, [13] that attempt to solve the problem of
defining the optimal (minimum) word and alphabet size, but these methods do not
result in minimal information loss. Hence, the Harmony search algorithm HSAX
[14] used as the initial stage with proposed method to find the optimum word and
alphabet size, while reducing loss of information.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related
work on comparative techniques. Sections 3 and 4 introduce the concepts of the
methods used in this study, namely, Time-weighted Average (TWA) and SAX.
Section 5 presents the experimental design and the results and section 6 contains a
discussion of our findings. Finally, section 7 concludes our study.
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Literature Review

One of the most significant and successful methods has been used in several
research studies on time series representation is Piecewise Aggregate
Approximation (PAA) [11]. The main concept of PAA is to partition every
sequence into k segments of similar size and to utilize the average value of every
segment to represent the latter. In [15] an Adaptive Principal Component Analysis
(APCA) is proposed, where the pieces may be of diverse lengths and which
provides a more efficient compression as opposed to PAA. A novel time series
representation, Dispersion-based PAA (DPAA) And Piecewise Linear Aggregate
Approximation (PLAA) [16]. In other work [17], two extended versions of the PAA
method are proposed: Linear Statistical Feature-based PAA (LSF_PAA) and
Square Root Statistical Feature-based PAA (SSF_PAA). Each of these methods
employs a combination of two statistical features, the mean and the variance.
Recently, [18] have an approval PAA based on the major shape features of time
series. Another work presented by [19] the approach design a measure to calculate
the distance of trends using the starting points and ending points of each segments
which give better classification performance than PAA.

Fig. 1 Process of data loss as a result of a focus on the centre of the time series
trend using SAX algorithm compared with TWA_SAX algorithm.
The SAX method [12] creates a symbolic representation of time series based on
PAA. It allows distance measurements to be less than those delineated in the
symbolic space so that a common representation of time series can be converted
into a symbolic representation. The SAX suffers some defects [16]. First, PAA
reduces dimensionality by the mean values of equal-sized frames, but this focus on
mean value takes into consideration only the central tendency and not the dispersion
present in each segment, which may lead to some important patterns being missed
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in some time series data sets because some of the Euclidean distances are quite large
[20]. Therefore, the SAX representation method may not produce a good tightness
of the lower bound. Fig. 1 illustrates how SAX focuses just on the centre of the time
series. In addition, the algorithm requires the alphabet and the size of the input
word. This is the main drawback of SAX because it is not clear how to define these
inputs for certain time series data sets.
There has been surprisingly little work to extend the SAX representation itself. It
simply works very well for most problems. According to [21] have proposed an
extended method based on SAX, known as Extended SAX (ESAX), depends on the
PAA representation for lowering of dimensionality, by the mean values of equally
scaled frames including two exclusive novel points, max and min points of each
segment, to completely represent time series data. Another method is indexable
Symbolic Aggregate approXimation (iSAX) presented by [22]. The main structure
of iSAX index that is, a set of time series represented by an iSAX word can be split
into two mutually exclusive subsets by increasing the cardinality along one or more
dimensions. Recently, Trend-based symbolic approximation (TSX) was introduced
by a novel symbolic representation, which may reflect not only the segment average
value feature, but also trend feature and information with good resolution.
Combining Trend-based and Piecewise Linear Approximation with value-based
approximations (SAX) for time series classification can be seen in [16, 23, 24].
To address these issues, we propose a novel method based on PAA called Time
Weighted Average for Symbolic Aggregate Approximation (TWA_SAX). One
distinctive benefit of TWA_SAX can enable raw data to be specifically compared
to the minimized representation and, at the same time, ensures reduced limits to
Euclidean distance. Fig. 1 shows the different between SAX using simple average
and TWA_SAX using weighted average, the Euclidean distance with original time
series have been calculated which given the smallest at TWA_SAX compared with
original SAX. Therefore, the TWA_SAX representation produces a good tightness
of the lower bound. Hence, it can be utilized to generate quicker, more precise
algorithms for similarity searches.

3

Preliminaries

3.1 Time-Weighted Average approach (TWA)
We propose the use of a TWA to reduce the high dimensionality of time series data.
The TWA method is a smoothing method that uses a weighted moving average of
past time series values as a prediction for those instances when a time series
contains a large amount of noise, when it may be hard to see any trends. The moving
average smoother is applied to split the value of the time series from the noise.
In statistics and time series processing, generally a time series smoother, such as a
weighted average, is employed to ensure that it estimates a function, which tries to
capture essential patterns of behaviour in the data, particularly in non-stationary
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time series. In time series analysis, it is essential to reveal the significance of the
data, and the TWA, with its higher coefficient for data, can accomplish the preferred
function, and it triggers the portions of the time series so that they are precisely
recognized. It is noteworthy that a moving average can also minimize noise, which
is a substantial part of real data.
According to [25], the weighted moving average filter considers each data point in
the data window to be similarly essential, while computing the average value.
However, in active and authentic systems, the most recent values usually better
reveal the condition of the process. Therefore, a filter that focuses more on the most
current data could be more practical, particularly in time series segmentation. The
TWA has been found to have superior effectiveness in segmenting time series. The
weighted average employs the average of the most recent weighted data values in
the time series to compress data to facilitate computation in terms of space and time.
Statistically, a weighted average of order wj is as follows:

(1)

Where, Ci is a new value of the time series in period i, cj is real values of the time
series, The weight wj is a time for each value of the time series, n is time series
length, N is reduced value (number of segments). We estimate the time series
parameter of the model at time j as the average of the last wj observations, if wj is
the moving average period. The moving term is employed because every time a
new observation is available for the time series, it replenishes the earliest
observation in the formula, and a new average is calculated. Consequently, the
average will transform as novel observations become accessible. In the weighted
average method, every time series observation in the average computation obtains
the same weight (time). However, in a weighted average, the computation includes
choosing a variety of times time for every data value and then calculating a TWA
of the most current wj values (time) as the prediction. In many cases, the most recent
observation takes the most time, and the time decreases in the case of older data
values.

3.2

Symbolic Aggregate approXimation (SAX)

The SAX method [12] creates a symbolic representation of time series. It allows
distance measurements to be less than those delineated in the symbolic space so that
a common representation of time series (a sequence of data points interpolated by
a line) can be converted into a symbolic representation. (1) The SAX method
implements discretization in two phases (see Fig. 2). Initially, a time series is split
into equal-sized segments s, the values of each section are estimated and then
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substituted by a single coordinate. The accumulation of these s coordinates forms
the standard method of the strings (TWA) representation of time series. Next, to
change the TWA coordinates to representations, the breakpoints, which split the
distribution space in an area into equal portions, are measured, where a is the size
of alphabet described by the user. Basically, the breakpoints are identified to ensure
that a segment in any of the areas is roughly the same. If the symbols of the
representation are not equally similar, some channels are more probable than others
(therefore, probabilistic tendency in the process is included).

Fig. 2 Time series converted with SAX method, adopted from [12].
After the transformation of a database of a TWA series, another transformation is
performed to get a discrete representation. There should be discretization technique
to symbol the time series data with equal-probability occur [26]. This is easily
accomplished because normalized time series have a Gaussian distribution. To
show this, we derive 90 sequences with a length of 7 for various time series and
draw a regular possibility plot of the data, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Table 1: Lookup table containing breakpoints, adopted from [12]
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Given the fact that the time series of Gaussian distribution simply, to identify the
breakpoints that occur in areas of equal size Gauss curve. The breakpoints are a
sorted list of numbers B = ß1,…, ßa-1 so that the space under a N(0,1) Gaussian
curve from ßi to ßi+1 = 1/a (ß0 and ßa are defined as -∞ and ∞, respectively). These
breakpoints might be identified by searching in a statistical table. Table 1 provides
an example of the breakpoints for the values of a, from 3 to 10.
The modified TWA time series data are symbolized making use of discrete
representation with the SAX algorithm. Because normalized time series have a
Gaussian distribution, we can determine the “breakpoints” that will produce c
equal-sized areas under the Gaussian distribution curve. The time series data are
then dispersed into a discrete symbolic series based on these breakpoints. All TWA
coordinates that are less than the most basic breakpoint are modified to the symbol
a, while all coordinates that are higher than or equal to the smallest breakpoint but
less than the second smallest breakpoint are converted to the symbol b, Fig. 2 shows
how time series is categorized by initially acquiring a TWA approximation and then
using pre-specified breakpoints to map the TWA coordinates into SAX symbols. In
the example given above, with n = 90, w = 7 and a = 3, the time series is associated
with the word ‘acbbacb’.

4

Fifth Generation (5G) Technology

TWA is replaced with PAA and compared with SAX to handle the problem of time
series data reduction. The problem of dimensionality reduction can be defined as
follows. Assume we have a time series query , , ..., 1 2 n C c c c i = and let N be the
dimensionality of the transformed space we wish to index (1 £ N £ n). For ease, we
have presumed that N is a factor of n. A time series C of length n is represented in
N space by a vector , , ..., 1 2 N C c c c i = , where Ci is computed by Eq. 1. The
weighted method is combined with SAX to improve the minimization of the data
from n dimensions to N dimensions depending on the TWA. We have called this
method TWA_SAX. The main idea of the proposed integration of TWA is to split
every series into S equally-sized segments and to utilize the weighted moving
average value of every segment to represent the alphabet. This representation
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minimizes the data from n to N dimensions by splitting the time series into N
arbitrary length segments. The weighted average value of the data belonging to a
segment is computed and a vector of these values turns into a data-reduced
representation. The weighted average method is combined with SAX to improve
the minimization of the data from n dimensions to N dimensions depending on the
TWA. We have called this method TWA_SAX. The main idea of the proposed
integration of TWA is to split every series into S equally-sized segments and to
utilize the weighted average value of every segment to represent the alphabet. This
representation minimizes the data from n to N dimensions by splitting the time
series into N arbitrary length segments. The weighted average value of the data
belonging to a segment is computed and a vector of these values turns into a datareduced representation. Eq. 1 illustrates how a weighted average is used to reduce
the length of the time series with weighting of each segment over the time (t). The
proposed method using linear interpolation approach [27, 28] to find the cut-offs of
each segments. In General, linear interpolation [27, 28] takes two data points, say
x1 and xn+1 , and the interpolant is given by Eq. 2.
(2)
Where yi = 1 represents the lower bound of the first segment, yi+1 is cut-off of the
segment i, xi is the lower and upper bounds for cut-offs xi = yi,yi-1… yN-i-1 and i
= 1, 2,… N-1, when i = 1 then xi = y1 is representing the first cut-off y1 for first
segment of time series, while the cut-off y2, i = 2 and xi+1 = yi-1 that represented
by the second segment, when i = 3 then xi+2 = yi-2 which represented by the cutoff of third segment and so on.

Fig. 3 Time-weighted Average representation for 10 points of time series data
Suppose that there are 10 data points n = 10 that need to be reduced to N = 3. In
order to get 3 segments, the linear interpolation equation Eq. 2 can be applied for
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all data points are located between the known first and last points represented by 1
and 10. It results in 3 equal-width periods of time due to get the interval terms based
on N = 3 (see Fig. 3). In this case, the bounds are y1 = 1, y2 = 4.33, y3 = 7.66 and
y4 = n+1. Table 2 shows the obtained segments, their lower and upper bounds, and
segment data points in which the numbers of points of the segments are 4, 3 and 3,
respectively. Eq. 1 illustrates how a weighted average is used to reduce the length
of time series with weighting of each segment over the time.
Table 2: Segmentation bounds obtained from linear interpolation method

The TWA algorithm is employed to minimize the time series length from length n
to length N, The output of the TWA given a time series data reduction, Ci represents
segmentations of time series, in which every segment is calculated by weighted
(time) average to get a time series reduction based on time. After that, SAX
algorithm applied to generate symbols, which can be easily accomplished because
normalized time series have a Gaussian distribution [27]. As soon as the breakpoints
have been acquired, we can implement a discretization of time series as follows:
First, all the TWA coordinates that are equal to the lowest breakpoint are associated
with the symbol ‘a’, while those that are higher than or equal to the lowest
breakpoint and less than the second lowest breakpoint are associated with the
symbol ‘b’, etc. A time series is discretized by first acquiring the TWA
approximation and then predefined breakpoints are used to convert the TWA
coordinates to SAX representations.

5

Experiments

Experiments were conducted in which the TWA was integrated into the SAX time
series data representation to generate sufficient reduction of time series data. The
performance of TWA_SAX was evaluated by error rate on 15 benchmark time
series data sets. The TWA_SAX algorithm was compared to the HSAX [14],
GENEBLA [2] and original SAX algorithms [12].

5.1 Time-Weighted Average approach (TWA)
The performance of the TWA_SAX method was validated using 15 data sets that
are available on the time series classification and clustering website [18]. These
data sets have been used by [12] to test the SAX method. The TWA and SAX were
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used in the experiment to evaluate an efficient number of intervals for the alphabet
size (a) and the word size (N) is given in [29-31]. The TWA_SAX algorithm is run
with these same parameters to enable comparison of the TWA_SAX with the initial
Eumonn’s 1-NN (1-NN EU), SAX [12], HSAX and GENEBLA [29-31].
Using 1-NN to assess the efficiency of the proposed TWA_SAX method and used
absolute distance to determine classification performance. Raw data (continuous
time series) was used in our assessment of classification performance; a low error
rate signifies effective classification. It is noteworthy that TWA_SAX utilizes its
own similarity measure [12]. These experiments were conducted to determine
whether TWA can produce the same or improve on the error rate compared to the
previous approaches to the time series problem.

5.2 Results and Discussions
The experimental results show that the proposed TWA_SAX algorithm performs
better in terms of the error rates returned for various data sets when compared with
the 1-NN EU technique. Also, the TWA_SAX yielded exceedingly low error rates
when compared to the original SAX algorithm in most data sets that have larger
alphabet and word sizes.
Table 3 shows that compared to SAX, GENEBLA (denoted as GA) and HSAX,
TWA_SAX achieved lower error rates in 10 data sets using alphabet and word size,
with the advantage that the TWA_SAX uses a high number of alphabet and word
sizes from [14], whereas in the SAX, a high error rate was back with a fixed
alphabet and word size. In few data sets, TWA_SAX offers better interpretation as
compared SAX algorithm. Table 3 shows TWA_SAX method achieved better error
rates on most of the data sets when compared to HSAX, GA and SAX. If we
compare TWA_SAX method with GA, SAX and HSAX methods, we get a lower
error rate on 8 data sets (CBF, Coffee, Control chart, FaceAll, Gun Point, Olive Oil,
Swedish Leaf and Trace data sets), whereas GA gets a perfect error rate in 2 data
sets (Adiac and Wafer) comparing with other methods. In comparison with SAX
and TWA_SAX, SAX gets also the lower error rate in 2 data sets (FaceFour and
Yoga data sets). HSAX ties with other methods, where it gets a minimum error rate
in 4 data sets (50word, Beef, Two pattern and Yoga, data sets). The lowest error
rate based on average has recorded in TWA_SAX method with 0.284, which
enhances the preciseness of time series representation through enabling better
tightness of the lower bound.
Table 3: TWA_SAX, HSAX, GA and original SAX based on error rate
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The TWA_SAX algorithm shows that generated the optimal word and alphabet size
stamped with the entropy for each data set and this was verified by the Relative
Frequency (RF) algorithm based on [14].
Table 4 illustrates the results obtained by the proposed algorithm (TWA_SAX) and
other algorithms identified in the literature review in terms of alphabet size and
compression ratio for the SAX process. The best results are presented in bold. Table
4 displays the alphabet sizes obtained by the integrated algorithm TWA_SAX
compared with HSAX, GA and original SAX. The alphabet size of TWA_SAX is
compared with HSAX in [14] that gave predefined alphabet sizes, which were
chosen as optimal alphabet sizes after the HS algorithm had run 10 times for each
data set, and these are denoted in Table 5 as a HSAX. The alphabet size obtained
by TWA_SAX was also compared with SAX [12] which used a=10 as fixed
alphabet size.
Table 4: Alphabet size obtained by TWA_SAX, HSAX, GA and original SAX
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The TWA_SAX algorithm performs better in 8 data sets in terms of maximizing
the information (alphabet size) compared to the alphabet size produced by GA,
HSAX and original SAX algorithms, where TWA_SAX ties with HSAX, SAX and
GA in 8 data sets, such as alphabet size of 50word data set is 29 and Control chart
dataset is 25. In comparison with other algorithms, HSAX gets also better alphabet
size in 8 data sets, such as Beef data set is 20, Swedish Leaf data set is 30 and two
pattern is 15 alphabet sizes. PAA is the most preferred approaches because it
enables effective dimensionality reduction; PAA representation does not generate
good stability of the lower bound. In addition, the PAA approach focuses only on
the central tendency and is not concerned with the dispersion in each segment.
Therefore, the proposed method depends on the PAA algorithm as an improvement
for symbolic representation. The TWA_SAX are a combination of a weight-based
(time) dimensionality reduction. Both alphabet size and word size achieved from
TWA_SAX can be indicative of the amount of data reduction. Therefore, the
proposed method results indicates less information loss in terms of representing the
number of alphabets and the word size compared to HSAX, SAX and GENEBLA.
The TWA can enhance representation precision through a superior tightness of the
lower bound in comparison with PAA.

6

Conclusion

The task of representation in time series data mining is critical because the direct
handling of continuous data with high dimensionality is extremely challenging to
manage efficiently. Since time series data is ubiquitous, a lot of research efforts
have been devoted to the problems inherent in time series data mining in recent
years. To address particular issue, namely, dimensionality reduction of symbolic
time series, which focuses on the proposed method that could reduce the data from
n dimensions to N dimensions by dividing the time series into N equal-sized
‘frames’, without loss high amount of information as much as possible. In this
study, we proposed the integration of the TWA approaches with SAX to improve
the performance of SAX, a symbolic time series data representation. The main
feature of TWA is that it can reduce time series data by partition the time series into
N equal-sized as segments, which is aggregated or collected within a segment based
on weighted average value of the data falling, and a vector of these values becomes
a large amount of data into a reduced representation. The results of our experiments
and analyses showed that the proposed TWA_SAX method can potentially generate
lower error rates than comparable methods in the literature. When continuous data,
such as time series data, needs to be discretized, the aim is to optimize the bin
number without losing information. This goal is very important to achieve for
instance when analysing weather data, in which patterns from each time series may
contribute important information that would otherwise be lost due to the application
of less effective methods.
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